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The Westside Slugger: Joe Neal's Lifelong Fight for Social Justice (Volume 1) (Shepperson Series in Nevada History)University of Nebraska Press, 2019

	
		The Westside Slugger is the powerful story of civil rights in Las Vegas and Nevada through the eyes and experience of Joe Neal, a history-making state lawmaker in Nevada. Neal rose from humble beginnings in Mound, Louisiana, during the Great Depression to become the first African American to serve in the Nevada State...
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Cato the Younger: Life and Death at the End of the Roman RepublicOxford University Press, 2019

	Marcus Porcius Cato ("the Younger") is most famous for being Julius Caesar's nemesis. His sustained antagonism was in large part responsible for pushing the Romans towards civil war. Yet Cato never wanted war even though he used the threat of violence against Caesar. This strategic gamble misfired as Caesar, instead of...
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Fundamentals of Wireless Sensor Networks: Theory and PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	In this book, the authors describe the fundamental concepts and practical aspects of wireless sensor networks. The book provides a comprehensive view to this rapidly evolving field, including its many novel applications, ranging from protecting civil infrastructure to pervasive health monitoring. Using detailed examples and illustrations,...
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Signal Processing in Noise Waveform Radar (Artech House Radar Library)Artech House Publishers, 2013

	This book is devoted to the emerging technology of noise waveform radar and its signal processing aspects. It is a new kind of radar, which use noise-like waveform to illuminate the target. The book includes an introduction to basic radar theory, starting from classical pulse radar, signal compression, and wave radar. The book then discusses...
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Building a HIPAA-Compliant Cybersecurity Program: Using NIST 800-30 and CSF to Secure Protected Health InformationApress, 2017

	Use this book to learn how to conduct a timely and thorough Risk Analysis and Assessment documenting all risks to the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of electronic Protected Health Information (ePHI), which is a key component of the HIPAA Security Rule. The requirement is a focus area for the Department of Health and Human...
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Knowledge Management in the Construction Industry: A Socio-Technical PerspectiveIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Knowledge Management in the Construction Industry: A Socio-Technical Perspective presents a portfolio of concepts, methods, models, and tools supported by real life case studies from various corners of the globe providing insights into the management of knowledge in the construction industry. Untangling the hype from the reality,...
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Irish Imperial Networks: Migration, Social Communication and Exchange in Nineteenth-Century IndiaCambridge University Press, 2012

	This is an innovative study of the role of Ireland and the Irish in the British Empire which examines the intellectual, cultural and political interconnections between nineteenth-century British imperial, Irish and Indian history. Barry Crosbie argues that Ireland was a crucial sub-imperial centre for the British Empire in South Asia that...
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Who Shot Ya? Three Decades of Hiphop PhotographyAmistad, 2002

	Nearly thirty years ago, Ernie Paniccioli began photographing the graffiti art throughout New York City as well as the young people creating it. Armed with a 35-millimeter camera, Paniccioli literally recorded the beginning salvos of hip hop, today the most dominant youth culture on the planet. Be it Grandmaster Flash at the Roxy, a summer...
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Mastering AutoCAD Civil 3D 2009Sybex, 2008
Design Your Way from Field to Finish with This Expert Guide to Civil 3D
    Understand concepts, create perfect designs, and manage every stage of your projects with this thorough guide to Autodesk's powerful civil engineering software. Authored by experts with close ties to Autodesk and the Civil 3D community, this guide...
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Design of Special Planar Linkages (Springer Tracts in Mechanical Engineering)Springer, 2013

	Planar linkages play a very important role in mechanical engineering. As the simplest closed chain mechanisms, planar four-bar linkages are widely used in mechanical engineering, civil engineering and aerospace engineering.

	

	Design of Special Planar Linkages proposes a uniform design theory for planar four-bar linkages....
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Soundtrack to a Movement: African American Islam, Jazz, and Black InternationalismNew York University, 2021

	
		Explores how jazz helped propel the rise of African American Islam during the era of global Black liberation

		

		Amid the social change and liberation of the civil rights and Black Power movements, the tenor saxophonist Archie Shepp recorded a tribute to Malcolm X’s emancipatory political consciousness....
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Alternate Data Storage ForensicsSyngress Publishing, 2007
Digital forensics is probably the most intricate part of the cyber crime investigation process. It is often where the strongest evidence will come from. Digital forensics is the scientific acquisition, analysis, and preservation of data contained in electronic media whose information can be used as evidence in a court of law.The practice of Digital...
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